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Abstrat. The WAM allows within its framework many variations e.g.

regarding the term representation, the instrution set and the memory or-

ganization. Consequently several Prolog systems have implemented su-

essful variants of the WAM. While these variants are e�etive within

their own ontext, it is diÆult to assess the merit of their partiular vari-

ation. In this work, four term representations that were used by at least

one suessful system are ompared empirially within dProlog, one ba-

si implementation whih keeps all other things equal. We also report on

di�erent implementation hoies in the dProlog emulator itself. dProlog

is reasonably eÆient, so it makes sense to use it for these experiments.

1 Introdution

The WAM (see [1, 16℄) has been the basis for many Prolog systems, also the most

suessful ones. It leaves open ertain issues like the implementation of ut, dy-

nami ode et. but even when it spei�es other issues, there are variations

that an still pass for the WAM in the broad sense. Examples are optimiza-

tions like instrution ompression, new ways to propagate the read-write mode,

the organization of the staks or a di�erent tagging shema. Another variation

- the one of interest here - onerns the term representation itself: the WAM

initializes permanent variables on the loal stak when possible, while other

implementations have hosen to globalize permanent variables on their �rst o-

urrene (BIM Prolog always, AQUARIUS [15℄ under ertain onditions) and

onsequently do not have to deal with unsafe variables; PARMA [14℄ represents

the binding between two free variables di�erently from the WAM and has on-

stant time dereferening; BinProlog [13℄ employs a tag on data shema instead

of the WAM tag on pointer shema. Eah of these WAM variations was e�etive

within its own ontext: BIM Prolog used native ode generation (not ommon

in 1985 !); BinProlog binarizes lauses before ompiling them [12℄; PARMA and

AQUARIUS rely on abstrat interpretation for their top speed. Beause the

implementation ontext of these term representations was di�erent from eah

other and from the original WAM, it is not at all lear how they really ompare,

i.e. there has been no empirial study of the impat of hanging within a single



eÆient system one term representation into another one while all others things

are kept equal. We intend to do exatly that: evaluate empirially and ompare

diretly within the same basi implementation the four above mentioned term

representations.

Suh an experiment only makes sense if the basi Prolog implementation is

reasonably omplete and fast. Yap [4℄ or SICStus Prolog [3℄ ould have served

as a good starting point for the experiment. However, adapting suh systems is

very time onsuming and that was one reason for starting almost from srath:

beause of our prior involvement with XSB (see e.g. [7℄), we borrowed the XSB

ompiler (see [17℄), for the generation of abstrat mahine ode (XSB is largely

WAM based) and we built a new emulator. This permitted us to redo partly

the experiment reported on in [4℄ and at the same time bene�t from its advie,

investigate the potential for speeding up the Prolog part of XSB and build the

basis for a dediated Prolog system for indutive learning appliations [6℄. It

also gave us the hane to satisfy a private uriosity regarding an unusual term

representation for integers and oating point numbers, and a di�erent layout of

environments: these are reported on later.

We named the resulting Prolog system dProlog
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. dProlog is omplete enough

to bootstrap itself but hardly more omplete than needed for the experiment.

We deided to stay in the emulator business as [4℄, but sine it learly doesn't

make sense to study the impat of hanges in a slow system we wanted dProlog

to be in the same ball park as SICStus Prolog emulated with all bells and

whistles (i.e. using g extensions). The SICStus Prolog emulator is not the

fastest around: Yap [4℄ beats SICStus Prolog onsistently. So we deided to

borrow from Yap tehniques appliable at the C-level as well as the abstrat

mahine ode level. As a onsequene dProlog performs as good as Yap for

ertain benhmarks - espeially smaller ones - but given our hoie of XSB for

generating the abstrat mahine ode, dProlog has not a hane to get always

on par with SICStus Prolog. Still, we felt that the initial goal was met lose

enough. We report on the aspet of performane ompared to other systems in

setion 4, mainly beause it shows that our emulator is of suÆient quality to

make the results of the experiments relevant.

We also experimented with implementation hoies within the emulator it-

self. Therefore we have set up dProlog so that it an be installed in 6 di�erent

basi emulator modes depending on two parameters: the �rst parameter sets the

number of opode �elds in eah instrution; it is either 1 - as is ustomary - and

then the read-write mode in the unify-instrutions is expliitly tested by means

of the WAM S register; or it is 2, in whih ase the read-write mode is propagated

by using the �rst opode �eld in read mode and the seond in write mode (see

[4℄ for more detail). The seond parameter an orthogonally be set to swith,

jump table and threaded whih is a similar hoie as in SICStus THREADED

= 0,1 or 2. The latter two require GNU . We report on the e�ets (time and

spae) of these six modes in setion 5.
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Setion 6 reports on hoies in the implementation of the emulator: the as-

signment of a hardware register to the WAM program ounter, binding alls,

onditional trailing, trail overow heking and 28 versus 32 bit integers. In the

same setion, we also report on the e�et of several instrution ompressions.

The initial version of dProlog (with all the above variations) always globalizes

permanent variables on their �rst ourrene: we will refer to it as the heap vars

version. We then reated three more versions: we will refer to them aswam vars,

parma vars and tag on data. They di�er from the heap vars dProlog in only

one aspet: wam vars initializes permanent variables on the loal stak when-

ever possible, exatly as in the WAM, and thus knows unsafe variables (see

[1℄); parma vars uses the variable representation as in [14℄; tag on data uses the

representation as in BinProlog [13℄, but without term ompression. Parma vars

and tag on data also always globalize permanent variables: BinProlog, the only

other Prolog system using the tag-on-data representation, doesn't even have

a loal stak and the intriaies of having PARMA variables also in the loal

stak reported in [11℄ sared us o�. All these di�erent representations are shortly

explained in setion 3. We report on the impat of these hanges in setion 7.

We start with an overview of the XSB ompiler and dProlog in setion 2.

All the experiments were performed on a Pentium II, 260MHz, 128Mb.

2 The XSB ompiler and dProlog

XSB supports HiLog and tabling, both of whih we were not interested in for this

experiment: onsequently, we have removed most of the ode in the XSB ompiler

that deals with these extensions. They do not interfere with the ompilation of

ordinary Prolog programs. Also all speialization
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was swithed o�. The XSB

ompiler an generate indexing for any argument (depending on delarations);

we have disabled the index delaration and speialized all indexing instrutions

to the �rst argument. Overall, the XSB ompiler generates reasonable to good

ode, but some basi hoies in the ompiler are bad for performane, espeially

within an emulator: (1) the ativation of a prediate an ause the reation

of two hoie points [2℄; this slows down some benhmarks; in partiular sdda,

meta qsort, and also to a lesser extent boyer; (2) the onvention for in-lined

built-ins is that their arguments are put in the argument registers 1 up to the

arity of the built-in; sometimes up to three movreg instrutions are generated

before and after the all to a built-in; the twin alls to funtor/3 in boyer are a

good example of this ineÆieny; (3) register alloation is far from optimal; this

results in badly ompiled arithmeti (among other things); e.g. the inner loop

of tak ontains at least �ve instrutions that would have been avoided with a

better register alloation; (4) XSB does not treat void variables in a speial way;

this slows down a.o. zebra.

The basi struture of the XSB ompiler was not hanged: variable lassi�-

ation, built-in alling onvention, the indexing shema, register alloation et.

were not touhed. We made �ve hanges: (1) the generation of the test heap
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instrution - the entry point of eah prediate in the urrent implementation of

XSB whih tests for heap overow - was suppressed, and its funtionality moved

to the all and exeute instrutions; (2) in order to provide for native size oat-

ing point numbers and integers small hanges were neessary: see later; (3) XSB

uses speialized instrutions for the atom [℄; this speialization was swithed o�;

(4) we have added some peephole optimizations for instrution ompression and

added a few instrution speializations (setion 6.2); (5) we have speialized the

XSB swith on term instrution to lists; this was important for testing an opti-

mization referred to later as swith (setion 6.2); this does not a�et other issues:

in our tagging shema, the list and ompound test have the same ost.

XSB has only trunated integers (28 bits on a 32-bit mahine). We imple-

mented both trunated integers and full integers, i.e. 32 bits. The latter need

hanges in the generated ode, sine a 32-bit integer must always reside on the

trunated ints full ints

getstr f/2, A1 getstr f/2, A1

uninumon 9 unitvar A2

union a union a

getint A2, 9

heap. We give the two instrution streams for the

head of the lause head(f(9; a)). The overhead of

full integers omes from its higher heap onsump-

tion and from extra emulator yles. This will be

lear in the benhmarks. Floating point numbers

in dProlog are never trunated and always require the above transformation.

All versions of dProlog have the following harateristis: (1) separate staks

for environments and hoie points; (2) no environment trimming: the XSB om-

piler does not generate the information to do it; the loal stak grows towards

the heap and environments are put upside-down (see [9℄); this an result in less

testing during trailing, but in an extra omparison when binding two free vari-

ables; (3) no tidying of the trail during ut; (4) no trail overow testing: see

setion 6 for explanation and the e�et on speed of trail overow testing; all

other overow testing is done in software; (5) dProlog deals with hash ollisions

in the indexing ode when using hashing by a try-retry-trust hain, just like XSB

does; (6) oating point operations are not IEEE ompliant.

3 The three term representations on the heap in dProlog

The heap vars and wam vars term representation on the heap is the same: the

di�erene is in where permanent variables are initialized. Heap vars does that

always on the heap; wam vars in the environment when possible. Tag on data

and parma vars are really di�erent. So, we an speak of three heap term rep-

resentations. The next �gure shows the representation of the list [a; b℄ in the

tag on data shema to the right and in the other shemas to the left. Eah heap

ell onsists of a tag (P,S,L,A,I or F) and a pointer or value. An empty tag or

value �eld means it is never inspeted.

A LaL []b A A P L Aa P L b A [] A

Tag on data uses one heap ell more per ons than the other representations.

In the tag on data shema as implemented in BinProlog, the list onstrutor



is treated as any other onstrutor. We have instead hosen to speialize the

representation of lists within the tag on data philosophy, beause that results

in exatly the same abstrat mahine instrutions being exeuted in all variants

of dProlog. The next �gure shows ompound terms, variables and numbers in

f(X; g(X); 666; 3:14). Note how the PARMA representation of two bound free

variables reates a yle instead of a hain of referenes.

parma_varsI 3.14Pg/1F666SPf/4S

heap_vars

wam_vars
3.14Pg/1FI666SPf/4S

tag_on_dataPP f/4 S P 666 I F g/1 S P 3.14

Pointers (to the heap and loal stak) are always aligned on a 4 byte bound-

ary, so the tags on pointers (P, S and L) an be 2 bits without restriting the

range of pointers. The dProlog tags are as follows (only the signi�ant lower bits

are given):

P (ref) = 00 S (strut) = 01 L (list) = 11

A (atom) = 0110 I (integer) = 1010 F (oat) = 1110

The representation of oating point numbers is a bit unusual: the number is

put on the heap, and its (F-tagged) o�set from the start of the heap is used as

its entry; the dashed pointer symbolizes the o�set. This representation is also

used for full integers. We have sine long wanted to use suh a representation

(o�sets instead of pointers) and now understand better the onsequenes. The

main issues are: (1) some routines (like general unify) need to know the start of

the heap; if the implementation needs to be re-entrant, it means that this start of

heap must be passed as an argument; (2) opying terms (with numbers) beomes

a bit more involved if the region one opies to (or from) is not ontiguous (like

for instane in �ndall bu�ers); (3) a sliding garbage olletion algorithm needs

an extra mark bit sine numbers on the heap are not preeded by a header;

(4) retaining sharing during opying is nearly impossible. We reommend this

representation to nobody.

Dereferening in the three representations is di�erent. Without an attempt

to show the best ode in a partiular ontext, here is basially the dereferening

of an objet p:

parma vars if (ref(p)) p = *p;

wam vars and heap vars while (ref(p)) f if (p == *p) break; p = *p; g

tag on data while (ref(p)) f if (p == *p) break; q = p; p = *p; g



In tag on data, the value of q might be needed after deref: if after deref, p

ontains an S-tagged value, q + 1 points to the �rst argument of the struture.

In parma vars dereferening is a onstant time operation. When two free

variables are bound to eah other, they must be tested for equality. [11℄ reports

this as a drawbak of parma vars, but the truth is that { as was noted during

the HAL projet in whih also the PARMA representation is used (see [5℄) {

testing for equality of two free variables in parma vars might require less steps

than in the other representations. Also, there exist programs for whih the WAM

is quadrati and PARMA linear in the input.

4 Comparing dProlog with other Prolog systems

We ompare dProlog with other well-known and/or relevant systems on a set

of benhmarks taken from [15℄. The ompiler of dProlog ompiling itself (with

output suppressed - input performed with get0/1 and a reader in Prolog) is added

as a medium sized more realisti benhmark: it onsists of about 5000 lines of

ode. Times are always in 1/100s of a seond. Sizes in tables are always in units

of 4 bytes and represent the maximal stak usage during the running of all the

benhmarks above the size �gure in the same table; the ode size inludes also

the ompiler and toplevel. We repeated eah benhmark in a failure driven way;

the repetition fator is mentioned in the table: sdda(1200) means that a timing

is shown for repeating sdda 1200 times. Eah suh repetition was performed four

times; the �rst timing is always ignored (it is often an out-lier either way) and

the smallest timing of the remaining three is reported. For dProlog, we show

here only the mode threaded with two opodes + all other defaults (see setion 6)

for heap vars. We use an older SICStus version beause it was our initial target

and the most reent release (3.8.1) is signi�antly slower.

SICStus Prolog, Yap and XSB all implement wam vars, while BinProlog

obviously implements tag on data. SICStus and Yap (as dProlog) use g spei�

features, while XSB and BinProlog use only ANSI-C. Yap uses a single stak for

hoie points and environments, like the WAM.

5 Comparing the 6 basi modes of dProlog

Table 2 shows the results of running dProlog in its six basi modes on the

standard set of benhmarks. The modes are indiated as swith (for a C swith),

jump (for a jump table) and threaded (for the threaded implementation) and the

suÆx 1 or 2 indiates whether read-write propagation is done as in the WAM

(1) or with two operation odes (2) as desribed in [4℄.

The stak sizes are the same for all modes and not inluded in the table.

The ode sizes for swith1 and jump1 must be equal, and also the ode sizes

for swith2 and jump2. The fat that the ode sizes for swith1 and swith2

are exatly the same is a oinidene: the instrution layout is suh that eah

instrution has a spare byte.

The positive e�et of using two opodes (or two addresses in the ase of

threading) for read-write propagation is not as good as one might hope. We

think the main reason is that the WAM non-read-write propagation with the



dProlog 1 SICStus 3#5 Yap4.2.1 XSB 2.1 BinProlog 6.84

boyer(1) 40 34 32 95 106

browse(1) 48 47 30 95 147

al(10) 77 69 68 140 105

hat(5) 45 55 43 77 98

rypt(200) 53 57 41 108 79

ham(2) 59 74 54 137 146

meta qsort(125) 51 42 34 118 150

nrev(5000) 43 66 45 227 88

poly 10(10) 32 27 23 64 58

queens 16(2) 88 88 44 180 148

queens(10) 106 141 91 260 241

reduer(20) 19 13 10 37 35

sdda(1200) 40 33 29 70 75

send(10) 49 48 28 85 124

tak(10) 73 77 53 159 208

zebra(30) 82 82 63 139 173

ompile(1) 776 914 739 1774 2074

Table 1. Comparing dProlog with other systems

S register, performs quite well on modern arhitetures with pre-fething and

branh predition. The inreased ode size probably does not matter: this was

on�rmed by other experiments that are not reported on here.

It might seem strange that swith2 performs worse than swith1: we have

tried three variants of swith2 and the results were always similar. Compared to

swith1, swith2 requires extra jumps and/or inreases register pressure even on

instrutions that have no read-write variant. This is not true when omparing

jump1 with jump2 or threaded1 with threaded2.

6 The e�et of features and optimizations in dProlog

The next tables only ontain �gures that relate to the heap vars version of dPro-

log. The general setup is that the default settings are ompared with a version

in whih one (or sometimes more) features are introdued or disabled. We �rst

show variations in the implementation of the emulator itself (setion 6.1) and

variations in the generated abstrat mahine ode (setion 6.2).

6.1 Variations in the implementation of the emulator

Table 3 shows the variation of features in the emulator itself. An absent size

�gure means it is the same as for the default version. The explanation of the

olumns is:

{ default: the default for dProlog is threaded, two opodes, bind all, trunated

integers, loal p = bx, with onditional trailing, no trail overow hek and with

all instrution speializations and ompressions

{ no bind all: usually the all instrution refers to a prediate table to �nd the

entry point of the prediate to be alled; this makes the implementation of debug-

ging and reonsult easier; in its default mode however, dProlog puts the address



swith1 swith2 jump1 jump2 threaded1 threaded2

boyer 54 67 44 44 40 40

browse 81 95 51 50 48 48

al 87 105 87 87 78 77

hat 54 64 48 47 46 45

rypt 70 84 57 56 52 53

ham 99 115 66 65 60 59

meta qsort 76 89 56 55 52 51

nrev 130 157 45 43 46 43

poly 10 46 56 36 34 33 32

queens 16 118 141 100 98 89 88

queens 176 211 113 110 107 106

reduer 26 30 20 20 19 19

sdda 51 62 41 42 41 40

send 70 85 59 60 49 49

tak 101 125 78 78 73 73

zebra 103 113 85 83 83 82

ode 48251 48251 48251 48251 73104 77038

ompile 1094 1324 827 808 786 776

ode 50202 50202 50202 50202 77826 81692

Table 2. The six basi modes of dProlog - heap vars

of the entry point diretly in the all (and exeute) instrution; we name this bind

all; supporting debugging and reonsult under this shema adds a little implemen-

tation omplexity and is not fully done in dProlog; this olumn shows the e�et

of not binding alls: although binding alls looks a priori like an optimization, its

e�et varies and is not large; this is in part aused by the fat that in dProlog the

lookup of the entry of a prediate, is very simple: only one indiretion is needed

{ always trail: this olumn represents unonditional trailing; its e�et depends

on the kind of benhmark (a benhmark where eah potential trailing is atual,

obviously bene�ts from deleting the test) but is never large exept for nrev; we

also give the maximal trail usage for omparison

{ trail overow test: by default, dProlog alloates enough spae for the trail (as

muh as the heap in heap vars and tag on data, six times as muh in parma vars, as

muh as heap and loal stak together in wam vars), so that trail overow testing is

not neessary
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; however, the spae penalty an be too high; so it is worth looking

at the potential performane gain; the e�et is quite high on some benhmarks,

but overall small

{ full integers: many implementations sari�e the range of integers for the bene�t

of their ompat representation: XSB represents integers with just 28 bits, as in the

default mode of dProlog; dProlog an also run in a mode with 32 bit integers: this

olumn shows the performane penalty both spae and time wise; the relatively

bad performane an be partly explained by the partiular representation used for

full integers, relying on a heap o�set; another reason is the suboptimal abstrat

mahine ode for full integers (see setion 2)

{ glob bx, glob bp, register, no reg del: as advised in [4℄ we assigned the

WAM program ounter (p) to a hardware register; [4℄ does not report that there

3
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are several hoies: one an reserve the hardware register loally to the emulator

loop or globally in the whole of the implementation; and di�erent hoies as to

whih hardware register is used are possible; our default hoie is to assign the

program ounter loally to the hardware register bx: lo bx; the meaning of glob bx

and glob bp follows; we also tried just delaring the program ounter loally as a

register or giving no diretions to the C ompiler at all.

default no bind always hek tr full glob bx glob bp register no reg

all trail overow integers del

boyer 40 40 40 41 45 40 40 41 41

browse 48 47 47 50 49 47 47 50 49

al 77 78 79 79 91 78 78 77 78

hat 45 45 45 45 47 45 45 44 44

rypt 53 52 54 51 62 52 52 52 51

ham 59 61 62 62 60 59 59 64 65

meta qsort 51 51 52 52 51 51 51 51 51

nrev 43 46 53 44 44 43 43 52 51

poly 10 32 32 33 32 33 31 31 31 31

queens 16 88 90 90 88 108 88 88 90 90

queens 106 105 107 103 108 103 103 107 107

reduer 19 19 19 19 19 18 18 19 19

sdda 40 41 41 40 41 40 40 41 40

send 49 49 50 55 60 49 49 54 54

tak 73 74 72 74 93 75 75 74 74

zebra 82 83 83 86 86 81 81 85 85

heap 448296 - - - 674911 - - - -

trail 57677 - 403043 - - - - - -

ode 77038 - - - 77761 - - - -

ompile 776 779 787 787 844 769 796 785 785

heap 1369456 - - - 5972416 - - - -

trail 227623 - 854611 - - - - - -

ode 81692 - - - 82198 - - - -

Table 3. The e�et of emulator properties in dProlog

The table indiates that assigning the WAM program ounter to a global

bx register (the Yap hoie is global bp) performs best, followed losely by the

loal bx register. One should not take this as a general truth: it will depend on

fators beyond ontrol like the C ompiler and the partiular way of writing C

ode in the emulator. Rather one should take this as an indiation that exploring

the alternatives might be worthwhile. We made loal bx our default beause it

performs well while being loal. Note that also just delaring the program ounter

as a register without assigning it to any partiular hardware one, performs quite

well, with the additional advantage that it is fully ANSI.



6.2 Variations on the abstrat mahine ode

We report here on variations in the generated abstrat mahine ode: the olumns

in table 4 show the timings when one or more instrution ompression or speial-

ization is turned o�. Note that even though some instrutions are not generated

when some optimizations were turned o�, all instrutions are present in the

emulator at all times.

The XSB ompiler performs one partiular instrution ompression during

its peephole optimization: the sequene getlist,unitvar,unitvar is ompressed to

getlist tvar tvar; append/3 in partiular bene�ts. Table 4 mentions it as getlist.

We implemented two more instrution ompressions and two speializations:

{ deallo: ompresses the instrution sequene dealloate; proeed into one (new)

instrution deallo proeed, the sequene dealloate; exeute into deallex and

dealloate; builtin; proeed into builtin; deallo proeed;

{ uni: two subsequent unitva* instrutions are ompressed to one instrution; this

leads to four instrutions uni tvaX tvaY where X and Y an be r or l; Yap also

performs this ompression;

{ try: speialized versions for the try, retry and trust instrutions are generated for

prediates with arities 2 and 3; Yap does this for 0 up to 4;

{ swith: this speialization exists in Yap and in some other forms in other imple-

mentations; if the list exit of a swith on list instrution points to the orresponding

getlist instrution, a speialized swith instrution is generated whih in the list

exit jumps diretly to the read-mode of the instrution following the getlist

The speialization try and ompression deallo are eah independent of all

the other transformations; they are performed in the order: swith, getlist, uni. A

swith speialization prevents a getlist ompression of the orresponding getlist

instrution, but still allows the uni ompression of the instrutions after the

getlist. Likewise, a getlist ompression learly prevents the appliation of uni

ompression on the unify instrutions after the getlist. Sine the interation of

these three transformations is triky, we give all seven possibilities (together with

the default, that makes 8).

7 Comparing four term representation shemas

Table 5 shows the exeution times and some stak sizes for the four term rep-

resentations mentioned in setion 3. Every version here has the same default

settings as in 6.1. Only heap and trail sizes are mentioned, as the hoie point

stak, loal stak and the ode size are the same for all four versions.

A priori, one an reason that heap vars and parma vars must onsume the

same amount of heap, while tag on data potentially onsumes more (due to

the absene of an optimized list representation) and wam vars onsumes less

beause some objets only ever live on the loal stak. For the trail, one expets

heap vars and tag on data to trail exatly the same ells, while both wam vars

and parma vars trail potentially more. Indeed, when a variable is bound to a

non-variable in parma vars all the ells in the hain representing the variable

are bound and subjet to trailing. Note also that in parma vars trailing one ell



default try deallo swith getlist uni swith swith getlist swith

getlist uni uni getlist

uni

boyer 40 42 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

browse 48 49 49 47 49 50 49 48 50 51

al 77 80 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77

hat 45 45 45 44 45 45 45 46 46 46

rypt 53 53 53 54 55 52 54 54 55 55

ham 59 66 59 59 66 61 66 61 70 70

meta qsort 51 54 51 50 51 54 51 54 54 54

nrev 43 43 43 50 43 54 50 62 54 62

poly 10 32 32 32 32 32 33 32 33 33 33

queens 16 88 89 88 92 89 90 92 92 92 94

queens 106 115 105 106 106 107 108 108 113 116

reduer 19 19 19 19 19 19 18 19 20 19

sdda 40 41 41 40 41 40 41 40 41 41

send 49 49 49 46 49 49 49 49 49 49

tak 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73

zebra 82 82 82 82 84 83 84 82 87 87

ode 77038 77474 77477 77005 77317 78355 77317 78289 78913 78913

ompile 776 785 782 776 782 789 784 787 796 796

ode 81692 82236 82209 81641 82184 83177 82184 83075 84161 84161

Table 4. Variations of abstrat mahine ode in dProlog

needs two entries on the trail stak. It is lear that wam vars must (onditionally)

trail on globalizing a permanent variable. But even for permanent variables that

are never globalized, wam vars potentially trails more than heap vars.

The �gures in table 5 are in aordane with the above reasoning. However,

for the smaller benhmarks, the di�erene in trail usage between parma vars

and the others is very small, whih on�rms the ommon knowledge that var-

var bindings are unommon ... for small benhmarks. The ompile benhmark

shows a di�erent piture.

The huge di�erene between the heap usage of wam vars and the others is

striking. Even though 99% of the di�erene is aused by the double alls to

funtor/3 and arg/3 in boyer, and a better built-in alling onvention would

redue the di�erene to almost zero, in general this extra heap onsumption is

a drawbak for any shema that always globalizes variables.

In order to redue the potential bias in ommon operations towards one par-

tiular term representation, we have tried for eah version several ways to write

(in C) the dereferene operation: eah version is run with the best (sometimes

more than one) we found for it. For the wam vars version, we have speialized

the trailing test whenever possible.

Tag on data is learly the loser. On the small benhmarks, wam vars omes

out as the winner with heap vars a lose seond; parma vars su�ers badly from its

disadvantages on some of the small benhmarks. On ompile parma vars wins,

albeit with a small margin: the high number of trail entries (almost triple of



heap vars wam vars parma vars tag on data

boyer 40 38 40 42

browse 48 46 46 53

al 77 75 77 77

hat 45 44 46 47

rypt 53 52 52 54

ham 59 58 60 64

meta qsort 51 48 54 53

nrev 43 44 47 56

poly 10 32 31 34 34

queens 16 88 85 90 90

queens 106 103 113 113

reduer 19 18 21 21

sdda 40 42 43 44

send 49 45 52 49

tak 73 71 75 73

zebra 82 82 97 90

heap 448296 144069 448296 448366

trail 57677 58635 115366 57677

ompile 776 776 773 840

heap 1369456 862479 1369505 1647279

trail 227623 237689 642356 227633

Table 5. Four shemas for term representation

heap vars) indiates that more var-var bindings our here and that is where

parma vars is at its strongest.

8 Related work

[4℄ is worth mentioning beause it gives good advie on implementing an emulator

for Prolog. We have followed it to a large extent and we did bene�t a lot from

it. In fat, most of the advie we put to srutiny turned out to be exellent,

even though we were working in the ontext of a di�erent abstrat mahine ode

generator and a di�erent stak layout. So, our work is in line with [4℄, redoing

partly its experiment in a di�erent setting. [4℄ does not stress the importane

of the quality of the generated mahine ode, probably beause its ompiler

- although not sophistiated - is of suÆient quality. We think that a deent

ompiler is very essential for speed. Also, [4℄ does not provide any insight in

the importane of the double opode shema for read-write mode propagation,

whih we do in setion 5. Finally, [4℄ was not aimed at providing empirial data on

alternative term representations. In fat, no suh work exists as far as we know.

Alternative term representations were always implemented in ombination with

other features whih an obsure in unknown ways the e�et of the hoie of the

term representation.

As far as \paper" omparisons is onerned: [11℄ desribes niely the issues

involved in implementing PARMA variables and relates them to the WAM, but

as the authors note themselves, it is impossible to onlude with any on�dene



how within the same implementation these two alternatives would ompare. [13℄

ompares only minimally tag-on-data with the usual WAM representation and

fouses on the issue of term ompression and stak usage.

9 Conlusion and future work

We have gathered experimental data on how four term representations that are

easily ompatible with the WAM ompare and about hoies in the implemen-

tation of the abstrat mahine ompiler and emulator. One onlusion is that

the tag on data representation seems the least attrative from the performane

point of view. Its main attration is in the fat that sine pointers are tag-less,

the address spae is not restrited and that one an have up to 32 tag bits in

the data, a luxury that an make any implementor's mouth water. Admittedly,

we have not implemented term ompression, but sine [13℄ does not report a sig-

ni�ant speedup related to term ompression and sometimes even a slowdown,

we feel that our onlusion holds. The situation with parma vars is more om-

pliated: �rst of all, one must realize that for admittedly arti�ial examples,

parma vars an perform arbitrarily better than the other version. Moreover,

while parma vars performs worse on the smaller benhmarks, it performs better

on the one benhmark that makes more use of the full potential of the Pro-

log variable. The �gures give a slight preferene to wam vars time wise over

heap vars, and spae wise wam vars learly wins, modulo the remarks made in

setion 7. However, other onsiderations ould make one prefer heap vars. E.g.

in the ontext of SLG-WAM, the trail must be tidied on ut as far as the loal

stak trailed entries goes. But tidying the trail has bad worst ase omplexity.

Then hoosing for a heap vars shema seems suddenly quite attrative given the

small time penalty. In any ase, suh tradeo�s should be made by the imple-

mentor and might be based on the �gures here or after having seen the atual

implementation of dProlog.

We have put a lot of e�ort into avoiding bias towards any one version of

dProlog. In partiular, we have made sure that in all versions the same abstrat

mahine ode is exeuted instrution by instrution, that the stak layout is the

same, that the number of times the general uni�ation is alled is the same,

that the indexing (in partiular the ourrene and treatment of hash ollisions)

is the same et.

4

When omparing the four term representation eah within a

di�erent ontext, it will be next to impossible to keep all the above fators the

same. However, one might also see this uniformity as a drawbak: eah of the

term representations might bene�t in a di�erent way from a partiular ation,

e.g. dereferening during a partiular instrution might be good in wam vars but

not in parma vars. We are aware of the fat that given muh more time, we an

improve eah of the four versions; but we are not aware of having favored any

4

the number of times dereferening is performed is not the same: wam vars and

parma vars have by neessity more than heap vars (about 6% for the benhmark

suite); tag on data has marginally less beause of a di�erent optimal sequene of

instrutions in the swithonlist instrution



partiular one. We have even put e�ort in providing eah version with its best

dereferening maro and tag testing sequene.

The �gures in setion 6 give a good indiation on whih speializations, om-

pressions and emulator optimizations are interesting and also unover weaknesses

in the XSB ompiler. Our experiene has been used in a partial redesign of XSB.

The experiments might show di�erent results on other proessors. Sine dPro-

log is portable the experiments an be redone for other platforms. Still, some

extra work is required, mainly beause one must assign hardware registers to

WAM registers arefully.

Like [4℄ we found that a fast emulator is a ombination of the following fa-

tors: (1) a good disipline for writing C ode, (2) seletive use of g features,

(3) a deent basi abstrat mahine ode generator, (4) some instrution om-

pression, (5) some instrution speialization. In dProlog, we were missing mostly

item 3: while [4℄ laims for instane that a sophistiated register alloation (see

e.g. [8℄) is not needed, we found that bad register alloation as in XSB, is a real

drawbak. Also the following two points are very important in our opinion: sin-

gle level indexing is to be preferred over double level indexing (see also [2℄); and

seondly the basi mehanism for (in-lined) built-ins must suit the emulator: the

XSB mehanism leads to more register shu�ing and exeuted emulator yles.

One an wonder whether redoing the e�ort desribed in [4℄ in a di�erent

ontext is relevant: we think that redoing it in exatly the same ontext would

have been meaningless. Our work shows that the advie of [4℄ is useful elsewhere.

Diretly related to dProlog, there is ample work for speeding up the imple-

mentation. Apart from issues mentioned before, we think two more points are

worth exploring further: speialization of built-ins (e.g. funtor/3 is almost al-

ways alled in one of two basi modes and the ompiler usually knows whih

beause of the var-val distintion) and instrution ompression over prediate

boundaries: the all or exeute instrutions transfer very often to the same in-

strutions. We experimented shortly with both, but gathered until now insuÆ-

ient systemati data to report on them.

More generally, there are still many things worth investigating within a �xed

implementation ontext: there is for instane no hard omparative data on en-

tirely di�erent tagging shemas, e.g. like the one SICStus Prolog is using. Other

issues are the implementation of general unify (with support for yli terms or

ours hek), optimal abstrat mahine ode for arithmeti, alling of built-ins,

the use of type or mode information in an emulator (as in [10℄) and many more.

Also di�erent alloation shemas within a WAM-like implementation an and

should be experimented with, together with di�erent garbage olletion strate-

gies and priniples. Inspiration here might ome from the implementation of

other programming languages. The problem with memory management experi-

ments is however that an entirely new type of benhmarks is needed.

We will de�nitely ontinue using dProlog for experimenting and gathering

information on the implementation of WAM variants and beyond.
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